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LIBRA
A seat designed by a movement. By a wave. An exciting fluidity. That encourages 
conversation. A social moment. Or time alone. A well-earned rest. Its natural 
shape makes Libra flexible. Gives it a vibrant expression. Possible to sit in two 
directions. Or place it against a wall. And lean back. One, two or three places to 
sit. Or more in a row. It adapts to you and the person you are meeting. To the situ-
ation. Libra is the Latin word for the weighing scales zodiac sign. A social and 
outgoing character. Who wants to take part in the meeting. Be in the moment. 
By your side when you sit down.

EXCITING PLACE TO SIT
Libra is an exciting place to sit. A sofa bench with either one, two or three 
seats. You can use it on its own. Beside other benches to provide many places 
to sit. Or together in a group. It suits many different types of environments. 
Different types of rooms, open working environments, rest areas or corri-
dors. And offers places to sit and a beautiful expression. Due to being flexible 
and easy to position, it can be used in areas not used normally. Contributes 
new functionality. New meetings and conversations. An opportunity to sit 
down for a while. A room divider. Both visual and practical. The exciting wave 
shape gives movement and a creative expression. 
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BASED ON WAVE MOVEMENTS
Libra is a creative sofa bench. With a design based on waves, it offers dynam-
ics and functionality to different types of environments. Its flexibility means it 
can be used in many different ways. And offering new functionality at the 
same time. Acts as a seat or meeting point in areas normally not used. Place 
at the back of a storage unit in a workplace. Along the walls of a corridor or a 
meeting room. Libra can be placed together in rows or groups and also works 
well as a standalone furniture where you need seating. It can be combined 
with different types of coffee tables to create entire section seating. Its open 
design allows you to sit in two directions. It is your decision. When and where. 
Sit alone or take a break. Or with a colleague to have a talk or a spontaneous 
meeting.
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KINNARPS COLOUR STUDIO
Be inspired by our unique and wide range of 
fabrics - Kinnarps Colour Studio. It includes 
everything you need when it comes to creative and 
beautiful fabrics. An appealing collection with a 
large selection of colours, materials and patterns. 
With different characters and feelings. A 
combination of classical elegance and the latest 
trends. All to give your interior design your own 
personal touch. Find the expression and 
atmosphere that works best with your 
environment. www.kinnarps.com/kcs
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MATERIAL

White

Black

Chrome

Silver

METAL
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LIBRA

SEAT Fully upholstered seat bench. Cushions upholstered in leather or faux leather are always quilted. PADDING Polyether. UNDERFRAME Lacquered metal frame, 

black (B), silver grey (S) or white (W). Plastic glides. OPTIONS Chrome-plated metal frame. Glide with felt pad. MISCELLANEOUS The Libra seat bench is available in 

three finishes: fully upholstered in fabric, fully upholstered in leather/faux leather (always quilted) or fully upholstered in fabric/leather/faux leather with option of 

cushions in contrasting colours. The choices are available within the same fabric family. UNIT mm, kg. DESIGN The Snowroom
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SELECT A MODEL
Libra is available in a 1 seat, 2 seat and 3 seat model. Select a model depend-
ing on functionality and expression. Select a fabric from our extensive range 
to find the solution that works best with your interior. It is also possible to mix 
fabric colours of the same fabric type to create seats with an exciting finish. 

LIB3
Width 1800
Depth 500
Total height  480
Seat height  440
Weight 23.6

LIB2
Width 1210
Depth 500
Total height  480
Seat height  440
Weight 17.5

LIB1
Width 620
Depth 500
Total height  480
Seat height  440
Weight 12.2
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